
Once the carpet has been cleaned, simply apply Blend-N-Mend to the grayed areas using a quart trigger 
sprayer or a dedicated pump up.  Mist Blend-N-Mend into the areas evenly and blend it in using a carpet 
“brush” or "rake".  Start with a light application adding more as needed.  Blend-N-Mend comes ready-to-
use and should not be mixed with other products.

Keep in mind the treated areas will look even better once they are dry. So don’t be too quick to 
judge the results until the carpet is completely dry.  If you over apply, you can easily remove the product 
while it is still wet using a bonnet or hot water extraction.  Once dry, it will be more difficult to remove. 
With a normal level of foot traffic the Blend-N-Mend treatment is expected to last from several months to 
a year.

The colors:  Blend-N-Mend is available in white, beige and gray.  The beige and gray colors should be 
used on neutral carpets of a similar shade.  White may be used on almost any color.

VacAway Product Technical Bulletin Wwww.VacAway.com

The ingredients:  Proprietary combination of advanced polymers and other non-toxic ingredients which 
help restore the way damaged, dingy carpet fibers reflect light. 

The problem:  Over time, high traffic areas begin to show wear due to soil and heavy foot traffic.  The 
fibers become scratched or frayed; they no longer reflect light as well as the rest of the carpet.  The lack of 
light reflection causes even a newly cleaned carpet to appear dirty, dingy, gray or just plain “ ”.  uglied out

The solution: Now, with Blend-N-Mend, the lost reflective properties of such a carpet can be rejuvenated 
or restored to an acceptable condition.  You no longer need to suggest that the carpet cannot be saved or 
must be replaced.

Description

Directions

 Blend-N-Mend has ZERO paint-like smell.
 Has light pleasant scent.
 Only needs to be shook occasionally.  It does not 

need ball bearings, rocks, etc. in the container to 
help it mix; it will stay mixed for at least a couple of 
days before a quick shake or two might be needed.

 Higher Viscosity for better adhesion to carpet 
fibers.

 Sold in gallons as well as quarts making it much 
more economical.

 Does not cause sprayers to continually clog.

Compare to competitive products Other Info

pH..................................Approx 7.0
Stability........................Freeze-Thaw Stable
Packaging......................Quarts and gallons
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Blended in the USA for The Cleaner Image, 1037 Lakeview Dr, Hermitage, TN  37076  615-449-0708 www.VacAway.comOne Gallon

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASER:  Seller's and manufacturer's liability for any and all losses or damages resulting from any cause whatsoever shall in no event exceed the purchase price of this product, with respect 
to which losses of damages are claimed. Before using this product, user must determine the suitability of this product for its intended use, and user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith.  The 
manufacturer and seller make no representation or warranty, including merchantability of any other kind, expressed or implied. The forgoing can not be altered except by written agreement by officers of the manufacturer.

Using a different approach, Blend-N-Mend has completely eliminated the 
troublesome and undesirable traits of competitive products.

 Noted improvements include the following:
 Blend-N-Mend has ZERO paint-like smell.
 Has light pleasant scent.
 Only needs to be shook occasional.  It does not need ball bearings, rocks, 

etc. in the container to help it mix; It will stay mixed for at least a couple of 
days before a quick shake or two might be needed.

 Sold in gallons as well as quarts making it much more economical.
 Does not cause sprayers to continually clog.

The ingredients:  Proprietary combination of advanced polymers and other non-
toxic ingredients which help restore the way damaged, dingy carpet fibers reflect 
light. 

The problem:  Over time, high traffic areas begin to show wear due to soil and 
heavy foot traffic.  The fibers become scratched or frayed; they no longer reflect 
light as well as the rest of the carpet.  The lack of light reflection causes even a 
newly cleaned carpet to appear dirty, dingy, gray or just plain “ ”.  uglied out

The solution: Now, with Blend-N-Mend, the lost reflective properties of such a 
carpet can be rejuvenated or restored to an acceptable condition.  You no longer 
need to suggest that the carpet cannot be saved or must be replaced.

The application:  Once the carpet has been cleaned, simply apply Blend-N-
Mend to the grayed areas using a quart trigger sprayer or a dedicated pump up.  
Mist Blend-N-Mend into the areas evenly and blend it in using a carpet “brush” or 
"rake".  Start with a light application adding more as needed.  Keep in mind the 
treated areas will look even better once they are dry. So don’t be too quick to 
judge the results until the carpet is completely dry.  If you over apply, you may 
easily remove the product while it is still wet using a bonnet or hot water 
extraction.  Once dry, it will be more difficult to remove. With a normal level of foot 
traffic the Blend-N-Mend treatment is expected to last from several months to a 
year.

The colors:  Blend-N-Mend is available in white, beige and gray.  The beige and 
gray colors should be used on neutral carpets of a similar shade.  White may be 
used on almost any color.

Cautions:
 Test all carpet for color fastness before using any product on a carpet. This 

product may be used on colorfast carpet such as nylon, olefin, or polyester.
 Keep out of the reach of children.
 Read MSDS available at www.vacaway.com
 Can cause eye irritation... For eye contact, wash eyes with clear water for 

several minutes. Obtain medical attention if necessary.
 May cause skin irritation... For skin contact rinse off.
 Never take internally...  For accidental ingestion wash out mouth with water 

and obtain medical attention if ill effects occur.   
 Do not re-use container; dispose of it according to government regulations.
 Use in well ventilated area.  We recommend you use a respirator.
 For professional use only.
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Products that make you a HERO
in your customer’s eyes!

Reflective Enhancement

Hello,

Revised name is now Blend-N-Mend... some testers got it with the name 
of Bright Lane, others Fast Fix... Name is still not in stone.  It always 
takes me awhile to settle on the final name of a product.  I am open to 
suggestions and appreciate your opinion.  Just email me at 
StevenLsmith@comcast.net or Steve@VacAway.com 

The main things that were changed in this version, from the last one, is 

an added scent of Lemon and an increase in viscosity. The 
increased viscosity will help keep it from separating quickly which is a 
problem in the last version and also with Dinge Away. 

One thing you will notice with the increased viscosity is that it will spray 

out of a bottle with much less of a mist (less aerosolization).  With 
less aerosolization, the droplets are larger/heavier and drop to the carpet 
much quicker and not linger in the air for you to breath. 
A possible problem with the increased viscosity is your sprayers might get 
plugged up quicker... without testing it extensively, I believe sprayers 

could also get plugged up less often.  Please watch for this as a 

possible problem or possible benefit.

 Also there are now two colors, one White and the other Beige (CTI calls 

Blend-N-Mend is a combination of advanced polymers 
and other proprietary ingredients which can help restore 
the way those damaged carpet fibers in heavy traffic areas 
reflect light!  Over time those areas begin to show wear 
due to soil and lots of foot traffic and will begin to appear 
gray and more soiled than the rest of the carpet.  When 
those carpet fibers become frayed they no longer reflect 
light as well as the rest of the room's carpet which causes 
even a newly cleaned carpet to appear dirty.  But wait!  
You no longer need to suggest that this carpet cannot be 
saved and must be replaced!

Once the carpet has been cleaned, simply apply Blend-N-
Mend to those grayed areas using a trigger sprayer.  Once 
applied, blend into the carpet using a carpet "rake".  You 
may remove the product while it is still wet using a bonnet 
or hot water extraction.  With a normal level of foot traffic 
the Blend-N-Mend treatment should last for several 
months.

Blend-N-Mend is available in white, beige & gray.  The 
Blend-N-Mend product will fill in the frayed areas of 
carpet fiber so it will no longer appear gray or darker than 
the rest of the carpet.  The tan and gray colors should be 
used on neutral carpets of a similar shade.  White may be 
used on almost any color.

DESCRIPTION: Traffic Lane Gray is an uncorrectable 
condition that often causes carpet to “ugly out” long 
before it is “worn out”. This is caused by worn fibers 
failing to reflect light from the high traffic areas in the 
same way it is reflected from the other areas. This results 
in what appears to be soiled areas even though the 
carpet has been thoroughly cleaned. 

Dinge-Away Reflective Enhancements are liquid sprays 
that adhere to and modify the reflective properties of 
the damaged fibers. Carpets that have been 
declared “uncleanable” and that “must be replaced” 
can now be restored to serviceable condition.

USAGE: This is a ready to use multi-phase product. 
Shake the bottle very well to evenly distribute al phases 
before using. Use a trigger sprayer to mist the product 
evenly and 
conservatively onto the grayed areas and blend into 
the fibers with a carpet groomer. Begin with a light 
application and increase the application as needed. 
The product can be removed by bonnet or hot water 
extraction while it is wet. However once it dries it 
becomes more permanent.

ATTENTION: Read this safety information before using product.

This product contains: acrylic copolymer emulsions.

Personal Safety: Do not mix with any other product. Do not ingest (swallow). 
Do not get in eyes. Do not breathe dust or vapor. Avoid prolonged skin 
contact. Use only in well ventilated area. Wear protective gloves, goggles, 
and if vapor or mist is likely OSHA approved respirator.
Never leave this product for the consumerto use or place product in an 
unlabeled container. Read and carry with you the MSDS available from 
your distributor or on line at www.proschoice.com.

First Aid: If ingested (swallowed) get immediate medical attention. For Eye 
Contact flush eyes with running waterfor 15 minutes and get medical 
attention. ForInhalation remove to fresh air and get medical attention if 
discomfort continues. For Skin Contact wash area with water and remove 
contaminated clothing.

Before Using Product: User must determine the suitability of this product 
forthe intended use,and user assumes allrisk and liability whatsoeverin 
connection therewith. The manufacturer and seller make no 
representation or warranty, including merchantability expressed 
orimplied. Sellers and manufacturers liability for any losses or damages 
resulting from any cause whatsoever shall in no event exceed the 
purchase price of this product. The foregoing cannot be altered unless 
officers of the manufacturer give their written agreement.

From Jon-Don website:  When carpet fibers in high traffic areas no 
longer reflect light the way the rest of the carpet does, the overall carpet 
appearance seems dull, ugly, and gray -- a condition known as "Traffic 
Lane Gray." Carpet with this condition is most often replaced not 
because it is worn out, but because it is unattractive.
 
Dinge-Away from Pro's Choice is a reflective endhancement spray that 
adheres to and modifies the reflective properties of the damaged, 
worn-out carpet fibers. Now instead of replacing dingy, unattractive 
fibers, you can extend the life of the carpet and return it to serviceable 
condition. 

Blend-N-Mend TM

White Beige Gray

for worn “Uglied Out” carpet
Products that make you a HERO

in your customer’s eyes!
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Colors

Blend-N-Mend is available in white, beige and gray.  The beige and gray colors should be used 
on neutral carpets of a similar shade.  White may be used on almost any color.
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